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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR

hen I took on the role as Editorin-Chief of Southeast Ohio at the
beginning of 2020, I had no idea that I
would be creating a magazine from my
home in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. After
Ohio University announced that classes
would resume online for the remainder
of the semester due to COVID-19, we
weren’t sure how we would make this
magazine possible. However, the SEO
staff has worked diligently from remote
locations across the country to create
this issue. And the 50th Anniversary
issue, nonetheless.
Happy 50th Birthday, Southeast Ohio!
Fifty years ago, Ohio University
students created a one-time publication
called Appalachia70, later becoming
Athens magazine, which has now
flourished into the award-winning
magazine that it is today.
As the SEO staff worked to create
this 50th Anniversary issue, we wanted
to look at the roots of the magazine
and take a trip down memory lane. We
explored all five decades of SEO and
how they have shaped the magazine into
what we know today (Page 32).
Nowadays in Southeast Ohio,
a purple and gold Louisiana State
University flag is about as common to
see as a green and white Ohio University
flag, thanks to Joe Burrow. He has
made a huge impact on the community
through his Heisman Trophy speech, so
we wanted to honor him and the many
others making an impact in Southeast
Ohio through our feature well, “Lifting
Appalachia.” With a furniture bank
that provides free pieces to community
members in need (Page 28), a center
that gives Ohio University (Chillicothe)
students food and other resources (Page
MISSION STATEMENT

Southeast Ohio strives to spotlight
the culture and community within
our 21-county region. The studentrun magazine aims to inform,
entertain and inspire readers with
stories that hit close to home.
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30), and a Facebook fundraiser gone
viral (Page 24), this feature well is sure
to make you smile.
Not only did we explore the people
making an impact on Southeast Ohio, but
also the businesses and organizations.
This issue contains stories of a flood that
brought community members to a coffee
shop in need (Page 8), a historical society
looking to preserve its legendary history
(Page 20), and local professors turning
pollution into paint (Page 16).
The people and places of Southeast
Ohio have become my home for the past
four years. Southeast Ohio has taught
me resilience and this issue was made
possible by the resilience of our staff. But
it’s also because this place that so many
call their home is one that’s full of life,
memories and great stories to tell.
I hope this issue brings you joy in a
time when the world needs it most.
Bailey Fink
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Starscape

Night sky views at Hocking Hills astronomy park

THE SCENE

STORY BY SAM MCCAFFERTY // PHOTO BY GEORGE SHILLCOCK
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A

s the lights from cities become brighter
and brighter, our view of the night sky
is slowly veiled. However, there are still
places where you can experience skies
dark enough to see incredible cosmic vistas without
a telescope. That is the express purpose of the
John Glenn Astronomy Park in Hocking County—
where the skies are dark enough that you can see
the Andromeda Galaxy over 2.5 million light
years away.
The park was the idea of Director Brad Hoehne,
who has years of experience volunteering at an
observatory working public programs.
“I frequently got questions from people
asking me, ‘Where can I go to see the night sky?’”
Hoehne says.

He created a 3D model of an astronomy park
that would fulfill the request and presented it to the
Friends of Hocking Hills Society. The organization
broke ground in 2017, and the park opened on
the 2018 summer solstice. Since then, the park has

been consistently popular, threatened only by light
pollution from the billboards on nearby roadways.

The plaza of the park is packed with intricate
details. A wall blocks lights from passing cars
and simultaneously tracks the sunrise and sunset
through an angled cutout. There is a sundial where
visitors can stand on markers to cast their shadow.
Even the bricks that make up the plaza’s floor serve
a purpose by indicating the degrees of a compass,
allowing guests to accurately chart stars and other
celestial bodies.

Hoehne says the best view is available in late
August, though any cloudless night will provide a
clear look into the universe. He also recommends
going on a night with no moon. During the onseason, volunteers bring out telescopes when the sky
is clear on Fridays and Saturdays and are available
to guide visitors.
“I have never run out of things to look at in 25
years,” Hoehne says.

John Glenn Astronomy Park
Address: 20531 OH-664 Scenic,
Logan 43138
jgap.info
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BEHIND THE BITE

ABOVE: Chef Brett Fife prepares one of his signature dishes.

Hand Crafted

Ghostwriter Public House features locally sourced food and furniture

C

STORY BY JESSICA DEYO // PHOTOS PROVIDED

hef Brett Fife compares the atmosphere of
Ghostwriter Public House to the food he
prepares each night—refined, but rustic.
It’s impossible to pull together a better
description for the modern American food served in
the building made of white-washed, historic bricks.
Ghostwriter Public House is new to Johnstown as
of November 2019, but it has since become a staple.
Offering a modern take on classic American dishes by
using locally sourced ingredients, the restaurant suits
the quaint village it serves.
Whether it be the double-patty, aged cheddar
Smashburger or the barbecue spiced salmon,
Ghostwriter strives to bring people together through
excellent food in a comfortable environment.
“The overall mood and body is subdued and it’s
a nice little place to hang out and be with friends and
enjoy people’s company and enjoy good food,” Fife
says.
Through the aged, dark wood accents to the
visibility of the historic brick walls—the remnants
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of a town built in 1813—Ghostwriter tells a story.
This story is enhanced by the intentional furnishing
choices by Crow Works furniture, the parent
company of Ghostwriter, both owned by Dennis and
Denise Blankemeyer.
For the Blankemeyers, Ghostwriter acts not
only as a passion project, according to Fife, but as a
showroom for their handcrafted furniture. Originating
in Columbus, the Blankemeyers moved their business
to Johnstown and opened an official Crow Works
office adjacent to Ghostwriter.
Fife, who spent much of his career at Lindey’s
restaurant in Columbus, believes Ghostwriter is set
apart from other eateries because of the ownership by
Crow Works, which allows for a unique experience
for potential Crow Works clients. Instead of simply
viewing a catalog, clients can go to Ghostwriter to see
tangible examples of the furniture quality.
The opening of Ghostwriter not only serves as a
unique step for Crow Works, but also as an investment
in the local community, Fife says. The Johnstown-

“A rising tide lifts

all boats—if we’re
successful, it makes
a lot of other
people successful.”
- Brett Fife
scene has allowed Fife to find appreciation for the
community within his team.
“We’re cooking and prepping together every day,
talking about the food, talking about what food we
want to create for specials and features, talking about
menu items together, what we saw on Netflix last
night,” Fife says. “Being able to just be there and work
elbow to elbow and feel like we’re all functioning as
a team together and putting out an amazing product,
that’s probably my favorite part.”
While Fife has a full range of items on the menu,
he raves about his Japanese-style fried chicken and
describes it as one of Ghostwriter’s most photographed
meals. Marinated in soy sauce, sake and egg for up to
48 hours, the fried chicken offers the perfect crunch
before a juicy center.

“If the ingredients are really good and they shine
on their own, you don’t have to do a ton to them, you
don’t have to manipulate them so much,” Fife says.
“You don’t have to work so hard to make it taste a
certain way if it just tastes great on its own. That’s
what we’re striving for.”
In addition to serving the Johnstown community,
Ghostwriter works as an ally to businesses across
Ohio by purchasing locally sourced ingredients. With
chicken from Radnor and eggs from Copia, Fife says
the big focus of his menu is to highlight the highquality, responsibly raised ingredients.
“The more that we can support [local business
owners], the more people support us—it helps
everybody,” he says. “A rising tide lifts all
boats—if we’re successful, it makes a lot of other
people successful.”

Ghostwriter Public House
Phone: (740) 809-1104
Address: 49½ S Main St, Johnstown 43031
Hours: Tuesday to Thursday and Sunday 5 p.m. to
10 p.m., Friday and Saturday 5 p.m. to 11 p.m.
www.ghostwriterph.com

ABOVE: Ghostwriter Public House decorates the space with custom-built furnishings from its parent company, Crow Works.
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ABOVE: Customers enjoy coffee and culture on a Friday afternoon.

Grounded in Place
Pomeroy’s River Roasters more than a coffee shop

O

STORY BY MAGGIE CAMPBELL // PHOTOS BY COURTNEY PERRETT

n a July morning in 2014, Larry and
Candice Hess walked around downtown
Pomeroy waiting for one of the city’s iconic
music festivals to start. While looking at a
building on the riverfront, the couple daydreamed
of a coffee shop that would complement a morning
beside the beauty of the river, live music and
community. Almost a year later, they purchased that
exact building and started their three-year renovation
to make River Roasters Coffee Company a reality.
Before the café had even opened, business owners
and other community members were stopping in
daily to check the progress of the renovations. These
budding relationships benefited the couple when a
flood set back their progress in February 2018.
River Roasters was two years into its renovations.
They were ready to focus on the upstairs, which they
were going to make their home—then the Ohio River
crested around 50 feet.
The flood put nearly all of their work to waste.
The couple had to rethink basic construction to make
sure that they would be able to recover if another flood
hit. “We were in a spot that was actually beneficial for
us to see what a flood looked like, if that makes sense
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at all,” Larry says.
The couple also got to see how the community
recovered from a flood. “[Community members]
didn’t ask who we were or where we were from,”

“It’s great to

see this kind of
renaissance coming
back to a
small town.”
- Larry Hess

Larry says. “They said, ‘What do you want me
to do?’”
The couple’s use of locally sourced materials
and their support for community events has helped
them become an iconic café in a community that
was looking for a gathering place. The café includes
photos of the old riverfront, feel-good quotes about
coffee, and comfy seats on an open floor. The smell of
fresh-ground coffee, waffles and grilled sandwiches
greets community members as they approach the
coffee bar.
Within the first month of the café’s opening,
Kylen King, a Pomeroy native who is now a general
manager of a coffee shop in Auburn, Alabama, got to
experience the communal feeling of River Roasters.
As he walked in the door, he saw 15 different people
he knew from different walks of life, he says.
“I think I will forever have that warm feeling
when I walk into River Roasters because that was
already there,” King says.
That warm feeling and connection goes beyond
the café’s service and coffee. The café has supported

sports teams and local art performances, and the
couple serves on multiple planning boards for major
events. Larry, who was once a graphic designer and
photographer, provides those services for free to the
shop and to events including Blues Bash and Cabin
Fever Fest. “We have a heart for making an impact in
rural communities,” Larry says.
Through their involvement in the Specialty
Coffee Association, an international non-profit trade
organization for the specialty coffee industry, the
couple is hoping to develop a partnership on the
national stage.
“For a small town like Pomeroy, that thought that
the death of them was going to be the lowering of coal
usage, it’s great to see this kind of renaissance coming
back to a small town,” Larry says.
Larry and Candice are also grateful they get to
bring a place like River Roasters to Pomeroy—a shop
that hosts people from as far as China or Guatemala
and as close as Ohio or Tennessee.
“We’re happy to be able to give this community
something like this, something to be proud of,” Larry
says. “They definitely are proud of River Roasters.”

River Roasters Coffee Co.
Phone: (740) 691-5015
Address: 102 West Main St,
Pomeroy 45769
Hours: Monday to Friday 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
riverroasters.co

BELOW: River Roasters was founded in December 2018 and is located on Pomeroy’s historic riverfront.
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ABOVE: Speyside employee fits final black steel rings.

Top Shelf

Speyside Bourbon Cooperage exports its millionth barrel

T

STORY AND PHOTOS BY GEORGE SHILLCOCK

he scent of charred and fresh lumber
overwhelms the moment someone walks into
Speyside Bourbon Cooperage, but after the
barrel supplier produced its millionth barrel,
it is no surprise that some of its veteran workers have
become nose-blind.
FROM SEED TO STAVE
The process that goes into barreling bourbon
starts sooner than some realize, says Rob Kincaid, the
production and reliability manager for Speyside. The
process begins as soon as the seed is planted.
Once Speyside receives the wood from one of
their five stave mills, they unload it, assign it and
begin a two-part drying process, using a pre-dry and
a 130-degree kiln room.
After drying, the staves (quarter-sawn planks of
white oak) are made into the barrel’s head (the lid), or
processed and shaped into the body.
The barrels are sent through a series of steam
tunnels and preheat machines to make them pliable
for shaping. Next, hoops shape the barrels before the
most important step in the cooperage’s process: the char.
“The char is the heart of the cooperage, giving
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100 percent of the color so [the liquor] goes in like
water and comes out like nice, dark bourbon,”
Kincaid says.
After the barrels are fired, the retaining rings are
removed and the barrel heads are inserted before the
barrel is left to cool and relax. Every barrel is tested to
see if the staves, hoops and heads are in their proper
places before they are drilled, and water added to
inspect for leaks. If problems are found, the barrels
are fixed and put back on the line.
“We’re shipping day-to-day about five to six
loads. A typical load, we’re looking at 288 barrels in
a trailer, and for the most part, 90 to 95 percent are
within the Indiana, Kentucky and Tennessee region,”
Kincaid says.
One million barrels were a goal for Kincaid, but
he is already looking ahead. He wants to reach the
next million.
ONE MILLION BARRELS AND ONE MILLION MORE

For a business with international origins that is
headquartered in Jackson, Speyside knows its roots.
The company originated in Scotland in 1947
but expanded to include both the Ohio cooperage

ABOVE: Barrels receive their signature char.

ABOVE: Speyside employee applies shaping rings
around the staves.

Speyside Bourbon Cooperage
Phone: (740) 688-2160
Address: 960 East Main St P.O. Box 509,
Jackson 45640
speysidebci.com

and another in Kentucky, alongside the two in Scotland.
Speyside chose Southeast Ohio because a furniture
company vacated their plant, causing 300 to 400 jobs to
leave Jackson.
Alberto Ramirez, the operations manager for
Speyside, began working with wineries in Northern
California, which is when his work with barrels began.
When the building opened up, they were able to hit the
ground running because some of the basic infrastructure
was already in place from the furniture company, he says.
Speyside ships internationally, as proven by a map
in the plant which has markers in Europe, as well as
North, Central and South America. Despite that, they
also recognize that their Jackson plant has a significant
local impact.
“At this point, we’re the third largest employer in the
county, so I’m sure that we have impacted the community,”
Ramirez says.
With their production staff alone, the company
employs about 175 people along with administrative
and maintenance staff. Because they also buy, sell and
receive parts and materials from local sources, Speyside’s
presence is felt all around Jackson.
Ramirez says that while the barreling industry is
growing as interest in bourbon grows, they are filling a
large production gap. More and more distilleries are
asking for white oak barrels.
Their current production stands around 1,500 barrels
a day, compared to their original 400 a day, but Kincaid
wants to see Speyside reach a new goal of 50 million
barrels now that they have surpassed one million.
“Our barrel is second to none in my eyes, and if we
can’t make the best barrel, then why be in the market?”
Kincaid says.
WWW.SOUTHEASTOHIOMAGAZINE.COM | 11

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

ABOVE: The original Bob Evans restaurant in Gallia County, which opened in 1961.

Down Home in Gallia
The original Bob Evans Farm transitions to historical site
STORY BY JIMMY FARMER // PHOTO BY MORRIS WEIN

T

he hills of Rio Grande clear into green fields
and white fences. Among these fields sits a
restaurant, silo and barn, all with the name
of the farm’s owner written across in script.
The name might be connected to restaurants all
over the country, but in Gallia County, the man, his
family and his farm are the first things that come to
mind.
“Originally [the farm] was purchased by his father
Stanley back in the 1940s,” says Robert Fradette, vice
president of marketing communications at Bob Evans
Restaurants. “They had moved there and decided on
that farmland just for the area. They thought it would
be a good place for the family.”
Bob Evans started his journey by making
sausages to sell at his 12-seat diner and at grocery
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stores in Gallipolis. To accommodate the success of
his sausages, Evans inherited the farm and moved to
the homestead in 1953.
Evans, his wife, Jewell, and their children
lived on the farm’s homestead, which was built in
1820 and originally served as a stagecoach stop.
During that time in Rio Grande, Evans began to run
advertisements inviting people to come down and
visit his farm. The number of visitors lead to the
creation of the first restaurant in his franchise, a fourtable and six-stool location right on the farm, in 1961.
“That was just home and that is where he started
the business,” Jeff Weaver, a friend of Evans, says.
The franchise has now grown to 500 locations and
the first restaurant on the farm today now seats 134
customers. Despite the success, Evans never changed.

“I just have a real appreciation for anybody who
can effectively come from nothing and turn yourself
into something on your own,” Dan Brooks, a friend of
Evans, says.
Weaver says Evans was such a likeable man
because he never met a stranger. It’s this idea that
inspired the Bob Evans Farm Festival, which will
celebrate its 50th anniversary this October.
The farm festival attracts over 80,000 people
each year to explore the historic homestead, now a
museum, while also enjoying local crafts, contests
and live music.
“It was entertainment of all kinds,” Weaver says
of early festivals. “There were people making cider.
There were people making sorghum molasses from
hand and horse drawn carts.”
Although Evans and his family sold the farm to
his company and moved out of the area, Evans would
find his way back for the festival every year. He even
liked to give the crowd a special treat by performing
with his friends Weaver and Brooks in their band The
Rarely Herd.
“Bob himself never failed to get up on stage and
sing ‘You Are My Sunshine’ with us every year,”

Weaver, The Rarely Herd’s bass player, says. “That
was a huge highlight, not just for us, but for the
fans and the crowd that would sit out and watch us.
They absolutely loved it when Bob would get up and
perform.”
The transformation of the farm and its buildings,
as well as the festival, make the slogan that Evans ran
in its ads for years a reality. Even though Evans has
passed, people can still come “down on the farm.”

50th Bob Evans Farm Festival
Oct. 9-11, 2020

Phone: (740) 245-5304
Address: 10854 State Route 588,
Rio Grande 45674
Hours: Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m. to
6:30 p.m., Sunday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
bobevans.com/farm-festival
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ABOVE: John Taylor-Lehman works on laying caps in his garage studio for a portrait of Frieda Kahlo.

Beauty in Beer Caps
Zanesville artist creates art from recycled materials
STORY AND PHOTO BY MOLLY ZUNSKI // ADDITIONAL PHOTOS PROVIDED

S

itting inside Zanesville’s Weasel Boy Brewing
Company, artist John Taylor-Lehman talks
about his passion for artwork, which, at a
distance, some confuse for paintings.
Upon closer inspection, spectators come to realize
that these “paintings” are not paintings at all, but
carefully constructed portraits and unique designs
intricately detailed with old beer caps.
The process of flattening, cutting and formatting
these beer caps has been a regular practice for TaylorLehman for the past six years. With no formal art
training beyond middle school, this local artist is selftaught and working with the ideas of reusing and
recycling in mind.
“I took a college trip to Mexico for six weeks
in ’78 or ’79,” Taylor-Lehman says. “One thing that
really stuck out in my mind was a guy in the jungle
taking flattened beer caps and putting a nail through
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them, and that’s what he used to secure down his
tarp paper on his roof.”
Inspired by this resourcefulness and artistry,
Taylor-Lehman adopted the motto “use what you’ve
got” to guide his work.
To collect materials, the artist says he has never had
to purchase beer with the sole intent of using the caps.
In the early days of his work, local bars and breweries
donated their used caps. As Taylor-Lehman’s work
has picked up success and recognition, he has had no
trouble collecting an ample amount of materials for
any type of project he may want to start.
“Everybody saves [caps] for me. Bags of them
will show up at the rec center, or they show up on
my porch, or they show up at [Weasel Boy Brewing
Company] sometimes,” Taylor-Lehman says. “I get
them from all over the place. We had a cousin come
in from France last summer who brought me a big

“I try to be

original, and that’s
what people
gravitate to.”
- John Taylor-Lehman

ABOVE: A close-up shot of a pintail duck piece by John Taylor-Lehman.

bag of beer caps.”
The collection and organization of the
caps is the first step. Having such an arsenal
of material on hand helps him get to work
whenever he begins a new project, whether
from a commission request or from his own
brainstorming notebook.
“If I’ve hit a little lull, the first thing I
do is clean my workshop,” Taylor-Lehman
says. “I try to get it a little more organized,
and then I might look back through my
notebook and say ‘oh yeah I remember I was
going to try to do this,’ but I’m generally
looking for a new challenge of some sort.”
Taylor-Lehman works to find the right
colors, smash the caps with an adapted log
splitter, place and cut the caps in an outline,
pull up and replace caps, and on and on
until a work is complete.
“Log splitters can run horizontally and
vertically, and we had a fabricator here
in Zanesville switch out the wedge for
two flat plates,” Taylor-Lehman says. The
modification was crucial in speeding up the
time every project takes, and in saving the
artist’s shoulder from excessive hammering.
Taylor-Lehman has no end in sight for
his work, just as there is no foreseeable
ending in the amount of used beer caps
he will surely have at his disposal for a
long time.
“You need some sort of outlet for
self-expression,” Taylor-Lehman says. “I
try to be original, and that’s what people
gravitate to.”
ABOVE: John Taylor-Lehman sits with an original 3D cat piece.
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The Art of
Environmental Activism
Professors transform toxins into paint
STORY BY COURTNEY PERRETT // PHOTOS PROVIDED

D

r. Guy Riefler, an engineering professor
at Ohio University (Athens), has devoted
his research efforts to solving the
extensive acid mine drainage problem in
Southeast Ohio.
“As an environmental engineer, my focus is
problem solving using environmental solutions,”
Riefler says. “For example, cleaning up pollution.”
Rural Appalachia was a historically prolific

region for coal mining. Before the 1970s, the U.S.
didn’t have many environmental regulations, which
created a problem within many of the mines that
were neglected after the coal deposits ran out.
“Picture a coal miner, hunched over and pulling
out coal from the earth. They would tunnel into it and
remove as much coal as they could, but they left some
behind,” Riefler says. “So, you end up with these
labyrinths, tunnels carved out of the earth.”

ABOVE: John Sabraw collects iron sludge for testing at a stream impacted by Batgate Seep at Sunday Creek Watershed.
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Over time, the mines filled with water from the
deactivated pumps, exposing pyrite minerals to
water and oxygen which reacted to form sulfuric
acid and large amounts of dissolved iron. In the
1980s, a previously sealed air shaft exploded, which
is responsible for emptying approximately 4,000
pounds of iron into Sunday Creek, a tributary of
the Hocking River, every day. The Sunday Creek
Watershed encompasses parts of Perry, Athens and
Morgan counties.
“This isn’t a threat to human beings in terms of
causing disease or cancer, but it is really destructive
to wildlife,” Riefler says. “Fish are very susceptible
to low pH and sulfuric acid lowers the pH, which
kills fish.”
Eight years ago, Riefler decided to start an
initiative to remove iron oxide from Sunday Creek.
However, the cost of the process exceeded any
funding he received from the university. It was this
realization that sparked Riefler’s idea of using the
stream’s iron to create and sell paint pigments to
financially drive the project forward.
Riefler soon realized he needed the input of
a professional artist. He contacted John Sabraw, a
resident artist and professor at OHIO, to assist in the
process of developing quality pigments that would
reach a commercial market.
Sabraw works as an environmentally focused
artist. He discovered the polluted streams through
a sustainability immersion
project, which encouraged
him to create art out of the
iron oxide that coats the
streams in rust-colored toxic
sludge.
“What we’re trying to
do is to perfect our process
whereby we will intercept
the acid mine drain pollution
before it reaches the streams
and before it precipitates out
the iron metal pollution,”
Sabraw says.
The project’s ultimate
goal is for the pilot-funded
treatment plant to filter
enough water so that it is safe
and clean enough for aquatic
life to thrive in when it is
released into the stream.
“We are in the process
of designing a full-scale
treatment plan for Sunday

“My focus

is problem
solving using
environmental
solutions.”
- Dr. Guy Riefler
Creek. When that comes online, we’ll be making
4,000 pounds of pigment a day,” Riefler says.
The goal of the Toxic Art Project is to generate
revenue from commercially selling paint pigments.
These funds will support a self-sustaining
environmental restoration project to rejuvenate the
Hocking River tributary.
Sabraw explains that artists and scientists who
collaborate on projects delve into a new territory as
they create rapid and innovative ways to address
issues of sustainability.
“In the case of these pigments, I create paintings
made in acrylic and oil paint that try to create
a conversation between the ecosystem and the
sublimity of nature,” Sabraw says.

RIGHT: Painting by John Sabraw
made with paint from former toxins.
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TALKING POINTS

ABOVE: The Plains Fire Department jacket rack.

How to Become a Firefighter
Training with The Plains Fire Department
STORY AND PHOTOS BY MORRIS WEIN

W

hen people imagine the firefighter
training
process,
they
probably
picture men dressed head to toe in
their firefighting garb dragging hoses,
busting down doors and saving manikins form preorchestrated training scenarios. But sometimes all it
takes is a puzzle and a little friendly competition to
prepare the team for action.
The air smells of cigarettes, grease and gasoline
in The Plains Fire Department in Athens County at
7 p.m. on a Tuesday. Volunteer firefighters soap up
and scrub down the trucks as Fire Chief Mickey West
prepares for the evening’s biweekly training exercise:
a large maze made of plywood and two-by-fours
created by West and his wife, Jessica West, at 8 a.m.
that day.
As Mickey and Jessica set up the maze, their
11-year-old daughter, Sophia, sits on the floor cutting
apart a McDonald’s Happy Meal box and taping
it back together. She has been coming to the Fire
Department her whole life.
“The day she got out of the hospital from being
born, this is the first place she came,” Mickey says.
“She loves coming here.”
Two boys around the same age sit next to Sophia.
The three of them chide and tease, making funny
faces and calling each other names. One boy plays
Minecraft on his phone, building a mansion. The other
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boy, Timmy Sloan, a member of the department’s
junior firefighter program, paces around the station
eagerly waiting for the night’s activities to begin.
The objective seems simple: get a rubber ball
from one side of the maze to the other. The issue is
that the maze lies flat on top of some two-by-fours,
leaving only a few inches of space between it and the
floor. Volunteers are not allowed to pick up the maze
with their hands. They are only allowed to use the
tools they have in the extraction truck, and they must
use each tool at least once.
The extraction tools include airbags, crowbars
and large mechanical claws—all highly useful for
pulling trapped people out of vehicles. The tools do
nothing if they are not used properly and efficiently,
hence the night’s exercise.
“Teams of four. Divide yourselves up,” Jessica
says. “I don’t care how you do it. You’ve got
40 minutes.”
“Forty minutes,” Mike West, Mickey’s father,
says. “They better have that done sooner than 40
minutes. I’m trying to go home and get some sleep.”
The firefighters divide themselves up into three
teams of four. Timmy and another junior firefighter,
17-year-old Jacob Simkins, are on Team One, along
with Mickey’s uncle, Chuck West, and Kevin Anders,
a student at Ohio University (Athens) who is also a
volunteer firefighter.

Jacob takes the lead with
Timmy keeping a watchful
eye behind him. Chuck, a
senior firefighter who has been
volunteering in the department
for six years, stands to the side
and observes.
Team One is struggling,
constantly getting the ball stuck
in a dead end in the middle of
the maze, causing them to have
to retrace their steps and start
over from the beginning. Jessica
encourages Chuck to offer more
help to his team.
“You’re with juniors,” she
says, “You gotta teach them!”
He steps in and offers his team ABOVE: Team One attempts to beat the maze.
more assistance. As a team, they
complete the maze in just over 20
“We weren’t even watching you,” one of the
minutes. The rest of the department teases them
chief’s
team members says.
for how long they took, and Mickey brags that his
“I
was,”
Mickey
says
with
a
team will complete the exercise in 10 minutes.
mischievous
laugh.
Team Two steps up to try. They struggle in the
“Someone had to go first,” Jessica says.
same spot as Team One for a moment, but not as
“But it didn’t have to be us,” Kevin says with
long, completing the entire maze in 15 minutes.
a
smile.
Finally, it is time for Mickey to prove himself.
Jacob and Timmy want to try the maze again,
He is on a team with his father and two
determined
that they’ll get it done faster this
other senior firefighters, and they mean business.
time,
while
Mickey
and the rest of the volunteer
Focused, and having learned from the mistakes
firefighters
go
out
for
a smoke.
of the previous two teams, Mickey and his father
“We
all
bad
mouth
each other, but we love
lead the team and complete the maze in four
each
other,”
Mike
says.
“We
don’t mean it.”
minutes and 45 seconds on the dot.
“Everyone
in
the
department
is family,”
“Well it’s easy when your team goes last,”
Timmy
says.
Jacob says.

ABOVE: Team Two assesses the tools for the activity.
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ABOVE: A historical marker telling the story of Rendville stands in town.

Heritage Gold Mine

Rendville appreciates its rich history as racially integrated town

L

STORY BY TAREN HOLLIMAN // PHOTOS PROVIDED

ess than 50 miles north of Athens sits
Rendville, a tiny town with a population of 36.
Located in Perry County, Rendville was
established in 1879 by the Ohio Central Coal
Company, which was owned by William P. Rend.
Rendville, affectionately known as one of the “Little
Cities of Black Diamonds,” began with the same
purpose as many cities in the region: to mine coal.
But something sets Rendville apart. Since its
inception, the town has been racially integrated.
Reflective of many industries in the late 19th
century, black Americans were often barred from
mining jobs. However, William P. Rend hired many
black Americans in addition to European immigrants
to work.
Those familiar with the town know Rendville for
breaking barriers and surmounting an issue as old
as America itself. Initially, however, the town didn’t
seem legendary to those who grew up there.
Jerry Jackson was raised in Rendville and,
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in an effort to keep the town’s legacy alive, now
serves as the chair of the Rendville Historic
Preservation Society.
“We are in the process of documenting some of
the stories about Rendville and some of the people
who used to live here, along with other ‘firsts’ to
come out of this little village,” Jackson says.
Jackson attended Ohio University (Athens)
where he obtained his bachelor’s degree in industrial
arts education. During his time at the university,
Jackson was a star player for the basketball
team, leading the team to win the Mid-American
Conference Championship in 1964. Jackson scored
the most points that season, averaging 16.3 points
per game. He went on to play briefly for the Detroit
Pistons before serving in the Vietnam War. Jackson
was inducted into the Ohio Basketball Hall of Fame
in 2010.
As he reflects on his life, Jackson notes that race
wasn’t a critical part of growing up in Rendville.

ABOVE: The OHIO basketball team featuring Jerry Jackson (fourth player in the front row).

“While you’re living here, you’re living history.”
- Jerry Jackson

“I never heard anything about race relations
growing up or staying away from white folks or
anything like that,” Jackson says. “But I mean, we all
grew up here together. It was probably half black and
half white. Everyone was here for the same purpose:
to work in the coal mine. So, we got along just fine.”
Janis Ivory grew up with Jackson and is also
a member of the Rendville Historic Preservation
Society. Ivory recalls her childhood in Rendville
much the same.
“You know, we never had any idea to what
extent [prejudice] was like here,” Ivory says. “There
were unpleasantries that might pop up here or there,
but, by and large, people were friends; they were
neighbors. We went to the same churches, went to the
same school, sat in the same rooms. [We used] all the
same facilities.”
Ivory remembers when she first learned the true
extent of national racism, something that was not as
much of a norm in her integrated town.
“We began to see on those old, early, fuzzy TVs
and get articles in the newspapers that there was all
this stuff going on down South with the civil rights
movement,” Ivory says. “I thought, ‘What is the
big issue?’ ... I really had to ask and look into it to
understand that Rendville is like a paradise socially
compared to what other people were going through.”
In hindsight, Jackson and Ivory now realize
how Rendville was ahead of its time. Now, it is their

mission is to preserve the town’s history.
“While you’re living here, you’re living history,”
Jackson says. “Ten years later, 34 years later, you
come back and find that person [your neighbor] was
really important.”
Many firsts came out of Rendville. The first black
mayor of an Ohio community, Isaiah Tuppins, served
as Rendville’s mayor. Sophia Mitchell, the first black
woman mayor in Ohio, also served in Rendville.
With residents like Jackson and Ivory, who
understand the significance of the small village,
efforts to preserve Rendville have gone into overdrive.
Residents are moving away as jobs decrease in the
area, and they are aging. The diminishing population
is only more reason to increase the historical
preservation of the town.
“A lot of the people that aren’t here anymore ...
they passed away. A lot of their children ... obviously,
are not going to stay here,” Ivory says. “You go where
the jobs are ... quite a lot of them went to Columbus
and different places.”
Still, Jackson, Ivory and other community
members hope Rendville’s legacy will be remembered
by generations to come.
“My generation, we had good memories,” Ivory
says. “We had a desire that if we could just reach
back, I’m sure we would have been glad to preserve
what had been left behind.”
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ABOVE: Late 19th or early 20th century photo of the administration building.

Naming the Numbered
A historian uncovers the identities of those buried at The Ridges

O

STORY BY RACHAEL BEARDSLEY // PHOTOS PROVIDED

ne faded picture of Viola Rapp remains.
In it, Rapp smiles thinly into the camera, a
single strand of long, dark hair falling into
her face. She could be a teenager for how
young she looks.
Yet for over 60 years, Viola Rapp was only known
as number 607.
Rapp died in 1934, at what was then called the
Athens Lunatic Asylum, where she was buried in the
female section of the asylum’s cemetery number two.
Her identity was lost, save for a name and number
scratched into a grave log.
Rapp was one of over 1,900 people buried at the
former hospital, which treated thousands of mentally
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ill patients from 1874 to 1993. Cemeteries flank the
grounds, now called The Ridges. These numbered
graves of over a thousand people have faded into the
landscape, unnoticed and unnamed. Until now.
Doug McCabe, former archivist at Ohio
University, has been instrumental in researching the
lost histories of former patients such as Rapp.
“The vast majority of these people were not born
[mentally ill],” McCabe says. “Something happened
to them, some kind of trauma, and then they were
judged as having gone over the edge and placed in
an asylum.”
During his time as university archivist, McCabe
had access to the former asylum’s records which

were then closed to the public, for
fear of violating the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPAA). By referencing the asylum
grave book, he worked for six years
with local amateur historians to match
names with graves at The Ridges.
McCabe
discovered
countless
compelling stories, including a woman
who claimed to have witnessed Lincoln’s
assassination, people committed for
political dissent, and countless people
whose families simply did not want—
or did not know how—to handle their
loved one’s mental conditions. One
of the most captivating stories was
Viola Rapp’s.
Rapp, like many, was admitted in
1929 following a series of tragedies. At
11 years old, Rapp dealt with the death
of her sister, who was also her closest
friend. Shortly after, at 16, her father
married her off to a man she didn’t love.
Her first son was born prematurely and
died at only 10 days old. She eventually
gave birth to a daughter, Dorothy, and
then another son.
When it became clear that Rapp
was suffering from what we now
call postpartum depression, she was
admitted into the Athens asylum,
where she lived for five years. During
this time, Rapp’s husband lost custody
of the children, and they were placed in
an orphanage.
Rapp died in 1934 at the age of 25
from pulmonary tuberculosis. She was
buried on April 28, in a grave marked
with a small white headstone, inscribed
only with the number 607.
No one is sure why patients, and
some staff members, were buried with
only a number on their grave. For a
while, a rumor circulated that it was
to protect their privacy, but this is not
true. Instead, it had more to do with the
cost of gravestones. It was less expensive
for the hospital to buy the small white
gravestones with a series of numbers
rather than carve a unique stone for
each person.
Mental health stigma may have also
played a role. While some patients who
died were claimed by their relatives and
buried in their hometowns, others did
not want to associate with the mentally
ill. So, they left their relative to be buried
at the asylum, nameless. In the case of

ABOVE: Viola Grace Cottrell Rapp’s headstone today.

Viola Rapp, the family was suffering economic strains from the
Great Depression, and could not afford a funeral.
The cemetery database offers an overdue apology for both
former patients and family members left to wonder. Almost all the
graves are now identified. With the help of a genealogist, relatives
of the deceased are being tracked down so they can authorize the
placement of new headstones with names and dates, as well as
special flag markers for veterans.
“The unspoken part of this project is that it encourages people
to take mental health seriously,” McCabe says. “It’s restoring
humanity back to these people.”
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Lifting
Appalachia
Joe Burrow’s Heisman
speech sparks a movement
STORY BY BAILEY FINK
PHOTOS BY MORRIS WEIN AND PROVIDED

O

n December 14, Heisman winner and
Athens native Joe Burrow gave a
speech at the 2019 Heisman Trophy
ceremony highlighting the food
insecurity in Southeast Ohio. One month later, over
half a million dollars had been raised for the Athens
County Food Pantry through a Facebook fundraiser
created by Will Drabold.
After hearing Burrow’s speech, Drabold, an Ohio
University (Athens) graduate and Athens resident,
felt the need to act after the excitement generated
by the speech. Drabold created a fundraising page
on Facebook for the Athens County Food Pantry. He
originally set a goal of $1,000, but within a couple of
hours, donated funds surpassed that amount.
“We watched [Burrow’s speech] on TV, and I
was sitting there, and when he said the Southeast
Ohio part [it] really gripped me. I stood up [and]
walked toward the TV; it was sort of crazy,” Drabold
says. “I think it’s powerful to focus on how much
people identified with what Joe said, who had the
means to give back.”
Donations came pouring in from across the
country. Drabold says he doesn’t know exactly where
they came from, but he’s sure most of the donations
came from Ohio and Louisiana, where quarterback
Burrow would lead the Louisiana State University
Tigers to the 2020 NCAA Football Championship.

LEFT: A mural congratulating and thanking Joe Burrow on the
graffiti wall on the Ohio University (Athens) campus.
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ABOVE: The Burrow family (left to right): Jimmy, Joe and Robin Burrow in their LSU gear.
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Drabold recalls a visit to Gigi’s Country Kitchen
in The Plains. The owner described customers
refreshing the Facebook donation page that Sunday.
“People were yelling out, ‘Oh, it’s at 20,000 now, it’s
at 25, it’s 30...’” he says.
The fundraiser concluded at the end of January
with over $510,000 raised. In addition to Drabold’s
fundraiser, other fundraisers were created around
Southeast Ohio, including one for The Plains
Elementary School, which raised over $4,000.

“I think it’s powerful to focus

on how much people identified
with what Joe said, who had
the means to give back.”
- Will Drabold
“I did not think this was going to raise $510,000.
It’s incredible to see the community turned out
for this and have so many people thank me and
everything, but I’m not surprised that it happened,”
Drabold says.
In January, the donations began arriving at the
food pantry and the organization saw an influx of
community members using its resources. In Athens,
400 households are usually served a month, says
Karin Bright, the president of the Athens County
Food Pantry, but in December, they served about
20% more.
“When you hear what Joe said, you just instantly
know it’s true that there’s a really large population,
[a] significant percentage of people in this area who
have very, very little. I mean, paycheck to paycheck
doesn’t begin to describe it. It’s food stamp to food
stamp; it’s food pantry to food pantry,” Drabold says.
Before this, the organization’s annual budget
had been an average of $60,000, according to The
Marietta Times. The food pantry is now deciding how
to best allocate this tremendous influx of money to
fight hunger and food insecurity.

Burrow’s speech hasn’t only affected Athens.
Drabold says it has spurred conversation among
local, regional and state leaders about how to
address the issue in Southeast Ohio.
“All of this discussion and all this good stuff is
from a few lines [from] Joe in a speech that he didn’t
even mean to have this impact with. So, he hasn’t
done anything intentionally, yet imagine what it’ll
look like and how the community will follow him
and respond when he does do something specific,
methodical, etc. It’s sort of exciting to imagine,”
Drabold says.
In the meantime, while Burrow focused on the
NFL draft, where he was drafted first overall by the
Cincinnati Bengals, his parents Robin, a principal
at Eastern Elementary School in Meigs County,
and Jimmy, the former defensive coordinator for
Ohio Football at OHIO, worked to continue raising
money. Since Joe’s speech, the family has created
the Joe Burrow Fund through the Athens County
Foundation. The fund is to help other counties in
Southeast Ohio, in addition to Athens.
Additionally, the iconic photo of Joe smoking
a cigar after the National Championship win has
raised extra money. Jimmy says that a percentage of
the proceeds generated from T-shirts and paintings
that feature the photo go toward charities in Athens
and Baton Rouge.
“Thirty-one seconds of Joe’s speech was devoted
to [raising money], and I guess the lesson is powerful
words spoken from an influential person can make a
big difference,” Jimmy says.

Athens County Food Pantry
Phone: (740) 590-7051
The Food Line: 1-(800) 338-4484
Address: 528 Richland Ave #3748, Athens 45701
Hours: Monday and Wednesday 9 a.m. to 10 a.m.
Mailing Address: Athens County Food Pantry,
c/o Treasurer, 9 N. College St, Athens 45701
Website: athenscountyfoodpantry.org
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Furnishing Homes
Compassion Furniture Bank provides high-quality pieces to those in need

W

STORY BY EMILY DIALBERT // PHOTO BY GEORGE SHILLCOCK

hile volunteering with a church program
that provides beds to families who cannot
afford them, Tammy Myers and her
husband, Seth Myers, were inspired to start a
nonprofit organization.
“We realized going into these homes that these parents
and kids needed much more than just a mattress,” Tammy
recalls. “They were without couches, TVs, dressers and
kitchen tables.”
The couple’s nonprofit, Compassion Furniture Bank,
was founded in December 2018 and provides furniture at
no cost to 25 to 30 families living in Fairfield and Pickaway
counties every month. Since opening, the nonprofit has
provided over 1,540 pieces of furniture, according to its
community impact report.
The bulk of the nonprofit’s clientele has “had a rough
go,” Tammy says. They’ve been previously homeless,
formerly incarcerated, victims of domestic violence,
recovering drug addicts, dealing with mental illnesses or
struggling in multiple ways.
Compassion Furniture Bank finds its clients through
Fairfield and Pickaway county agencies. Haven House, a
domestic violence and women’s shelter in Pickaway County,
is one of them.
“People say Pickaway County doesn’t have homeless
people. Well, they’re not looking hard enough because they
do,” Haven House’s Executive Director Lisa Johnson says.
“We know because we get calls every day. We turn people
away because we don’t have any more spots.”
Haven House’s goal—and the goal of the other agencies
that Compassion Furniture Bank collaborates with—
is to find permanent housing for its residents, usually
through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).
HUD gives Haven House 20 housing vouchers
throughout the year, Johnson says, and some may wait six
months for one.
When a shelter resident does obtain permanent housing,
though, “they are tickled to death to have their own place,
even if it’s bare as a bone,” Johnson says.
Luckily with the help of Compassion Furniture Bank,
clients’ homes don’t have to be empty.
After receiving a referral from an agency such as Haven
House, the furniture bank’s clients will visit a humble green

barn sitting off U.S. Route 22 in Pickaway County, which
houses the nonprofit.
When the Myers purchased the barn in May 2018, it was
in shambles. But after the Myers dedicated six months to
gutting and repurposing the building, it looks like a typical
furniture store.
A room on the left is full of dressers and end tables, and
a room on the right is full of lamps and framed artwork. A
central room displays dozens of kitchen tables, desks, chairs,
couches, love seats and recliners, while the back room stores
mattresses, box springs, bed frames and more couches.
Clients who come to “shop,” as Tammy calls it, may
choose five pieces of furniture—typically, a bed, couch,
kitchen table with four chairs, an end table or coffee table,
and a dresser. Volunteers will deliver and assemble the
furniture about one week later.
Because of the never-ending need for furniture in
Fairfield and Pickaway counties, the 2,400-square-foot
barn’s inventory cycles out almost every two weeks. Both
Tammy and Johnson agree that beds are by far the mostneeded item.
“You get that little kid who comes up and hugs you,
‘Oh, thank you for my bed! Thank you for my bed!’” Tammy
says. “They get so excited and you’re just like, ‘Oh, this is
why I do this.’ It’s so rewarding and just melts your heart.”
The furniture bank is dependent on grants and
donations—furniture and monetary. Volunteers will even
pick up donated furniture from generous community
members and sometimes nearby furniture stores, including
the La-Z-Boy distribution center in Groveport.
Compassion Furniture Bank’s six steady volunteers
then inspect the donated furniture, clean it, move it into the
bank, as well as help clients shop and assist with deliveries.
“It’s hard work,” says Tammy, who works 70 hours a
week between her full-time job and the nonprofit. “We get
tired ... [but] we get a lot out of it to make a difference in
someone’s life.”

Compassion Furniture Bank
Phone: (740) 207-1528
Address: 9800 U.S. Route 22 East, Stoutsville 43154
RIGHT: Tammy Myers, co-founder and
treasurer of Compassion Furniture Bank.
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Stocking Chillicothe
Hilltopper Resource Center serves college students

S

STORY AND PHOTO BY KATIE OINONEN

tereotypical college worries might include
grade point averages or Friday night plans,
but some students are struggling for basic
needs.
To help these students, Matt Bush, a Chillicothe
senior, and Dr. John Fisher, director of student
services, opened the Hilltopper Resource Center in
December 2019 at Ohio University (Chillicothe).
The center, which started as an old bookstore,
was converted into a donation pantry. The first items
stocked were dress clothes that students could use for
job interviews. Then, thanks to a donation from the
Student Nursing Organization, the center received
over 300 food items that filled the rest of the empty
bookshelves. Hygiene items were donated by the
Veterans Center as well.
Fisher says that the place has helped students
remain focused on studies.
“We are helping someone stay on campus here.
[The students] come here to go to school. They can
get something to eat, and they can make their food
without having to go anywhere,” Fisher says. “They
can study … and hopefully that’s going to contribute
to retention and succeeding as a student here.”
Bush had the idea to create the center from his
social work internship. He wanted to make sure
every student could access everyday items.
To get started, Fisher went to the Athens County
Food Pantry in November 2019 for ideas on how to
set up the center at Chillicothe. The center was then
able to bring this plan to life, thanks to the donations
it received.
“It might have been an idea, but it never would
have happened had it not been for all the folks that
have contributed to it and helped that idea become
reality,” Fisher says.
Bush has been working to improve the center ever
since. Almost every day, he spends time organizing

the center, traveling to get donations, and keeping
records. Now, students utilize the center weekly.
“I would love to see the center continue to grow,”
Bush says.
Recently, a large donation was made by
Chillicothe resident Ed Kunzelman, the founder of
Petland. He donated a “trailer load” of clothes, Bush
says. The donation gave the center an ample amount
of women’s clothing and clothing racks to help make
the center more organized.
“Without the donations we have received, none of
this would have been possible, and I am so thankful
for everyone involved,” Bush says.
It’s taken a lot of hard work to get the center up
and running, but there is still progress to be made;
goals have been set to further improve the center.
The staff will soon be accepting donations from
companies, not just individual donors, so volunteers
can ensure the center always has plenty of items that
students need daily.
“I think right now the primary goal is just to have
it consistently in operation,” Fisher says. “We want
to professionalize it more, market it better, so people
know that it exists.”
As of right now, the center is open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. on weekdays, but Fisher would like students
to be able to come and go as they please with just a
swipe of their student ID. The center is working on
having consistent hours of operation every semester
and keeping it student-run. The volunteers’ goals are
to give back to their fellow Bobcats, with the help of
the Military Veterans Resource Center, Dean of Ohio
University (Chillicothe) Dwayne Nicely and multiple
other donors.
“We will keep working until we can make the
area as accessible and stocked as possible for students
in need,” Fisher says.

Hilltopper Resource Center
Phone: (740) 774-7750
Address: Bennett Hall, Ohio University,
Chillicothe 45601
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RIGHT: Dr. John Fisher (left) and Matt
Bush (right) in front of food, drink and
clothing donations.
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Southeast

OHIO

through the decades...

Southeast Ohio (SEO) has grown from roots planted decades ago.
From our first issue in 1970 until now, we have shown our love for
local haunts and personal stories about life in this special region.
Join us on a journey that spans 50 years.
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THE

T

70s

STORY BY ANNELIE GOINS

he magazine had its humble beginnings in the
1970s. SEO, then known as Athens magazine,
covered a variety of, what some would
call, darker topics. From multiple articles
about Satanism and cults, to polling the Athens
population about taking in Vietnam War refugees,
there was no shortage of issues to investigate as the
magazine launched.
The ’70s saw the invention of the Frisbee, which
SEO covered more than once, as war coverage
slowed. Life in Athens was much the same as it is now,
with a love for independence and the community
surrounding it. From water skiers to dirt biking and
horseback riding, Southeast Ohioans showed love for
the outdoors.
The community was strong and tight knit,
with one family adopting the first Ohio University
(Athens) hockey team. Oh, and the magazine referred
to the university as “OU,” which should be even
more proof that the University of Oklahoma is not
the original OU and doesn’t deserve that trademark.
If it’s any reassurance to those living in the
apartments and houses that surround the OHIO
campus, students protested prices and the state of
off-campus housing then, as they do now.
All in all, the newborn magazine was much like a
baby deer—a little wobbly and trying to understand
why it’s here. The ’70s were about growth and
discovery for SEO, as well as finding its niche.

OHIO students create one-time
publication, Appalachia70

1970

Southeast Ohio rolls out
first in-color covers

1971
E.W. Scripps School of
Journalism establishes Athens,
with a focus on local community

1972

THE

T

80s

STORY BY ERIN GARDNER

he ‘80s was more than big hair. Coke and
Pepsi held a challenge before it was cool,
and Madonna stirred controversy when
she performed “Like a Virgin” at the MTV
Video Music Awards. On the more serious front, the
government launched a War on Drugs, and the AIDS
crisis loomed.
SEO remained politically active, only instead
of Vietnam, students protested U.S. involvement in
Iran. Activist groups percolated, such as the Athens
Food Co-Op, the Birth Center, the Coalition Against
World Hunger, and the Gay People’s Alliance.
The role of women evolved as they continued
to enter male-dominated job markets––government,
journalism, law, business and ministry. An article in
the Spring 1984 edition reported that one woman
served on the Athens police force. The gender wage
gap and “pink-collar” jobs, referring to office and
clerical jobs for women, were of concern.
No one can talk about the ’80s without mentioning
legwarmers and Richard Simmons. SEO reported on
fitness and aerobic workout videos—leotards, tights,
and legwarmers for all. One story highlighted the
increase in gym memberships and personal fitness.
The Athens farmers market, local produce and
beekeeping remained in high rotation coverage.
Although there was a national wave in commercialism
with the credit card, the trend in our area was
shopping local, ahead of the trend.

Athens magazine becomes
Southeast Ohio, and begins to cover
the 21 counties of the region

OHIO celebrates
180 years

1984

1986
Southeast Ohio’s price
from $1.00 to $1.50
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1988

THE

S

90s

STORY BY BAILEY FINK

ome 1990s highlights include the introduction
of the internet, the start of the cult classic TV
show Friends, and catchy music people still
belt out in their car on the way to work.
SEO continued its emphasis on supporting local
businesses, and profiled locals making it big outside
of the region. Here’s a special shoutout to Earl Thomas
Conley, a country music singer who made a ’90s SEO
cover and made this writer’s research more fun.
Active lifestyles and outdoor activities remained
at the forefront. From ice skating to hunting, SEO
encouraged readers to get outside and enjoy the
fresh air, perhaps even more so, because of the rise
of computers. Everyone was obsessed with this big
invention called “the internet.”
As the world wide web took off, so did coverage of
this new technology. Service sections included guides
to internet surfing, and ways to find information
ranging from genealogy records to local recipes—
such as Louise Myers’ pawpaw bread recipe, which
I am desperate to make.
Fun sections of the magazine included “Guides”
and “Backroads.” “Guides” was the reader’s go-to
handbook for all things Southeast Ohio. The section
included a calendar of events, restaurant reviews,
and things to do on the weekend. “Backroads” was
a fun, personal essay at the back of the magazine.
My favorite was “Bigfoot on My Mind,” which
details writer Chuck Webb’s quest to find the
Appalachian Sasquatch.

Southeast Ohio
starts a website

1996
Chillicothe turns 200

1998

1999
OHIO journalism program
celebrates 75th anniversary
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THE

T

00s

STORY BY MAGGIE CAMPBELL

he 2000s ushered in the turn of the century
and celebrated Ohio’s bicentennial. A focus
on technological developments, as well as
efforts to preserve the past, were all part
of the magazine’s effort to connect the 20th and
21st centuries.
Heritage businesses continued to thrive,
including Wittich’s Candy Shop, formerly Wittich’s
Fine Candies and Ice Cream Soda Fountain, a
business bringing sweets to Circleville for 180 years.
Another nod to the past was a look at The Columbus
Washboard Company in Logan, manufacturer
of handmade washboards and vintage laundry
products—keeping the community clean since 1893.
The feeling of fresh laundry never goes out of style.
In 2003, Scott Hagan painted Ohio’s iconic
red, white and blue bicentennial logo on barns
across the state. Another story, based on interviews
with 40 Ohioans, featured The Auglaize County
Sesquicentennial Committee. The author said, “that
the future would be marked by the same values that
have endured for 200 years.” So far, so good.
This isn’t to say SEO couldn’t get trendy. An
Amesville resident competed in the reality show,
Project Runway, and eco-tourism arrived in Hocking
Hills with a new zipline. SEO looked to the future
with coverage on a community technical center in
Marietta, and a story about the regional need for
broadband internet.

First dedicated “web staff”
appears in Southeast
Ohio masthead

Ohio celebrates
its Bicentennial

2003

2007
New photospread
appears in the back of
the magazine
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2009

THE

I

10s

STORY BY TAREN HOLLIMAN

n the 2010s social media evolved from college trend
to fact of life, as Facebook became an international
network. Then Instagram launched in 2010,
giving users the ability to filter their experience.
By 2012, Twitter had over 100 million users sharing
140-character thoughts.
As SEO kept its eye on tiny houses, AirBnB, and
maxed out our quota of stories about microbrews, we
also highlighted issues that demonstrate this area’s
resilience. SEO covered communities fighting for
clean water and compassionate approaches to the
opioid crisis. The magazine also reflected our area’s
evolving economy, upping its coverage on local
restaurants, products, and ecotourism.
Our region’s character shone through its unique
people, from “Dirt Road Diva,” the story of a
registered nurse who rides dirt bikes, to a Zanesville
motorcycle ministry that combines a love of Harley
Davidsons with fellowship. And finally—maybe all
those internet cat videos brainwashed us—SEO’s
coverage showed an uptick in animal love, with
stories of rescue sanctuaries, equine therapy, a dog
training program in a prison, a wildlife preserve
and more.

Southeast Ohio
goes full color

2010
Southeast Ohio
joins Facebook

2012

Southeast Ohio
turns 50

2020
Due to COVID-19 pandemic,
staff completes issue remotely
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THEN

&

NOW

National guardsmen file
past the Varsity Theater
(41 S. Court Street, now
a Chipotle). Riots broke
out May 1970 in the
wake of the Kent State
shooting. The theater
marquee features "Z,"
a classic political film
about revolution.

The May 2020 marquee
of The Athena Cinema,
closed due to the
COVID-19 pandemic,
cautions citizens to
follow proper hygiene.
1970 and 2020 mark
the only years Ohio
University did not hold
graduation ceremonies.
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Southeast Ohio Revisits 1970s Athens

White’s Mill remains in
operation as Jim White
grinds wheat, corn and
buckwheat as Athens
millers have before him
for 170 years.

White’s Mill is a locally
owned retail center
selling home, garden
and pet supplies.
Business is brisk this
spring as Athens
residents hope plants
will brighten up their
stay-at-home order.
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The Stimson Avenue to
Richland Avenue section
of the Appalachian
Highway, built to relieve
traffic congestion,
nears completion.

A steady stream of
traffic flows. In 2010
a traffic roundabout
was constructed at the
intersection of Richland
Avenue and Ohio
Route 682.
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

The former Sheltering
Arms Hospital on Clarke
Street sits boarded
up and abandoned
after construction of
O’Bleness Hospital was
finished in 1969.

David Haggy, resident
of Sheltering Arms
Apartments, enjoys
precious pandemic time
outdoors on a cold,
sunny day.
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

Ben
Davis
Jr.
LEFT: Ben Davis Jr. playing a show at
Steiner’s Speakeasy in Chillicothe.

Appalachian musician writes songs of “Suthernahia”
STORY BY MARIE CHAILOSKY // PHOTO BY MORRIS WEIN

W

hether it was through
divine
intervention
or pure songwriting
magic, Ben Davis Jr.
has created the soundtrack to the
Southeast Ohio experience.
Originally from Chillicothe,
but having lived and written
music all over Ohio, Davis’s songs
are a love note to the region that
raised him. His latest album
Suthernahia (pronounced southern
Ohio but with an Appalachian
twang) is full of beautifully
produced stories about love (“If
You Ever Will”), faith (“Rambling
Bones”) and the working-class
lifestyle of Southeast Ohio
(“Lineboat Blues”).

my knowing and put me back in
choir. He’s the whole reason [I
got started], because I was going
to be in woodworking and learn
some kind of trade, but he knew
that I needed to be in music, and it
saved my life many times.

I quit choir at an early age
because I thought that was not
for tough guys. I wanted to be
cool, and I was getting teased
by other kids. But I remember
in choir, the teacher was really
into pushing me to do solos and
things like that, even in second
grade. Then sometime in eighth
grade we had a party at school,
and they had a karaoke machine,
so I sang. The choir teacher for
the high school heard me and
changed the schedule without

Do you work with
local musicians?

How did you get started
with music?
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How has growing up and
living in Southeast Ohio
influenced your music?

Quite a lot. People say they
can hear it in some songs, like
“Lineboat Blues,” which I wrote
about folks who work on barges
on the river and the day in, day
out feel of what they do. And then,
of course, the hills and everything.
It’s a beautiful area to live in, and I
do a lot of hiking, and that’s really
put me in touch with myself and
more in touch with this area.
I use different local musicians
to bring in that flavor. I wanted
to have a nice sampling with the
serums of southern Ohio; that’s
my lifestyle. I called [the album]
Suthernahia just like how people
say it … I really want to bring
more attention to our area because
there’s so much wonderful music,
and I thought that it was just
channeled in the Middle High
Valley, but it’s everywhere; it’s

a broader spectrum than that. I
kind of want to lead a career of
inclusiveness; that’s what I want
to go for going forward.

What is your goal with
your music career?

Really, I just want to reach as
many people as possible. If I can
keep doing music, I really want
to be able to lean on music alone
and perform for a living, but it’s
difficult. I mean, I had a lot of
rough, rough trips over the last few
months. I went to Washington, DC
and made $5 … went to Colorado
and got paid $35.

Do you have any projects
coming up?

There’s a movie coming out
called Holler … a local girl made
that movie. She’s out in Los
Angeles, and they licensed one of
my songs for it from Suthernahia,
so that should be coming out
this year.

What do you want people
to feel when they listen to
your music?

I want them to feel themselves.
I want people to find themselves
in my music and be able to deal
with their emotions a little better,
or maybe broaden the perspective
on certain aspects of living.

Friendly Visits, Excellent Care; Every Patient, Every Time.
1.855.4HOLZER (446.5937) | www.holzer.org

Holzer Athens
2131 East State Street, Athens, Ohio

Services include:

Facility Hours are Monday-Friday: 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Urgent Care Hours & Pharmacy Hours are
Monday-Friday: 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.;
Weekends: 11 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Convenient Care also available
at our other locations in Athens!

» Allergy and Immunology

» Nephrology

» Anesthesiology

» Ophthalmology

» Audiology

» Orthopedics

» Chiropractic Care

» Pain Management

Uptown Clinic

» Ear, Nose and Throat
» Endocrinology

» Pediatric & Adolescent
Medicine

» Family Practice

» Pharmacy

powered by Holzer
5 N. Court Street, Athens, OH
740.589.7752

» Gastroenterology

» Podiatry

» Heart and Vascular
Care

» Sleep Medicine
» Sports Medicine

The Clinic at Walmart

» Imaging and Radiology

» Surgical Services

» Lab Services

» Therapy Services

operated by Holzer
929 East State Street, Athens, OH
740-593-3594

» Low-Dose CT

» Urgent Care

Virtual Visits Available!
Call 1-855-4HOLZER (1-855-446-5937)
* Specialty services available ONLY at the main
Holzer Athens location. For questions or for more
information, call 1-855-446-5937.

Holzer at Albany
6015 Ayers Rd., Suite 100
Albany, OH
740.698.1900

** 7 a.m. appointment times available
(times vary by provider)
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OHIO

E.W. Scripps School of Journalism
1 Ohio University Drive
Athens, OH 45701-2979

BELOW: The Athena Cinema closed due to COVID-19 sends a message to all Athens residents.
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